
I’m brought in as encouragement for the Corps. 

Kaiju (maybe) looking for the Blind God all over the world

Jaeger alternate as Peacekeepers against Cenobium

Currently in Halo Station, about to get dropped onto Earth, Fiji (JAEGER BOMBS)

Othello Squad

Zerbrack (Dallas)
Ezra on Special Op away

Enemy: Lotus Dragon

Rico
Dallas
ME
James
Lotus (3x)
CB

I can see the fall to Earth through my virtual screen (Holy shit)

*Romeo Squad (200 miles N)

Rico stops in mid-air, 4 miles above ground. Spots the Lotus below on land. (We’re 
hitting the water) 

“Citizens are evacuating, but try not to damage too many bldgs”

Lotus moving straight for the fleeing civilians ---> more inland.

Dallas hits water. To Rico: “Where’s the closest one?” Heads to Target one, 20 hexes 
away.

I hit water. Ask for Target 2. From Rico: “Go spread you love all over its face.” I dash to 
T2

James hits water, cloaks on the beach.

One of the Lotuses climb a building, spots Rico, and power jumps toward civilians.

CB hits water, targets T3, which is the one currently in midair

Rico flies toward T3, aims with laser gun from torso. Miss. T3 laughs at Rico.



James: “We’re supposed to be protecting the civilians, [Rico], not make things worse.”
Rico: “What do you expect me to do?”
James: “Not miss!”

Dallas: shoots gun, misses T1

Me: 1st shot, miss. 2nd shot, miss!

James fires in the air while still cloaked. Pulse emits from James’ mech and draws the 
Lotuses’ attn.

T2 turns and starts running at me. Pulls blade from its chest, misses first swipe. Stops 
and swings his knife from behind.
! 2nd hit - L arm damaged

T1 comes at Dallas, misses.

T3 comes at Rico, hits. 
! -L pod, explodes (all of his air maneuverability is gone), starts to fall.

CB opens chest gattling guns. Hits T3
! -R pod
! -L leg
! -weapon
! -cockpit
Sits and takes the shots, then its head is hit. [Damage ineffectual...Dmg coefficient 8] 
Meaning the lowest dmg pts that can hurt it is 8.

“Oh balls.”

CB fires gattling guns again. Hit 2x
! -torso (4x)
! -pods (2x)
! -L arm
! -weapon

Rico saves himself from taking damage from the fall (lucky maneuver). Fires at T3
! 1st shot - L arm, barely phased it
! 2nd shot - head, barely a dent

Dallas MEGA MISSLE! Launches from his lower torso at T1. (Pervert!) Hit.
! -Torso, cracks it open. Opens up a void. Slowly patching back together.
He goes into to make a tackle. Hit.

Me: 1st miss
       2nd hit T2 with Energy sword, leg



      3rd hit Heart Beam, barely damaged.

James hits T3 in the torso, makes tiny dent.

Lotus-1 (tangled with Dallas) misses

Lotus-2 HITS! 
! -R leg
   2nd hit misses.

Lotus 3 ignores Rico, goes for CB. Misses.

CB responds with 2 big gattling guns. HITS 
! -2 head
! -3 torso**
! -R leg
! -R arm
! -L leg
! -blinded enemy
! -cockpit

! -head
! -5 torso**
! -R arm
! -R leg
! -L arm
! -L leg
! -cockpit

Rico aims for T3: Hits both times
! -torso
! -L leg

Dallas grabs at T3 and tries to rip it open. No effect.
! tries to hit with beam canon. Nothing

Me: no on hand beam, miss first with energy sword, hit with 2nd swing
! -R leg, ineffectual

James: moved up and missed with his attack. Huge whiff. “What the hell was that?!”

T1 hits James w/first attack, 2nd misses. “Romeo, Romeo. Where the FUCK are you?”

T2 knifes at me. HIT. 
! -sensors, crushed, filters gone --> temp insane
! -2nd slice lops off my R arm



I’m blaming James, MUST KILL!!!!

T3: Dallas dodges vert strike, dodges horizontal.

CB tries to move to my position
! 1st hit: torso 2x
! 2nd miss
! 3rd hit: head
Ineffectual

Rico: mech’s wings open and fires all of the “feathers.” Hits T1
! -cinematic damage, hydraulics hit (ceases to function)
! -torso, extremely damaged
! -R arm, goes limp
! -cinematic, blunt hit (takes 1/2 damage at torso)
! -torso
! -L leg

! -torso (4x)
! -L arm (3x)
! -L leg
Rico blows a hole through its chest, collapses through a building.

Dallas: Swarm Pack on T2. Chest opens up, revealing stacks of missiles. 25 missiles 
shoot at me. I dodge all of them. Shoots mega missile through T1.

ME: darts for James, misses

James: hit T3’s leg, then cloaks

T3 goes for Dallas. Misses. Quick attack, misses. 

CB opens up all missile packs. Blowing his load (90 total)
! EVERY MISSILE HITS!!!
! -Head explodes
! -Torso explodes
! -L arm gone
! -R arm gone

Dallas barely missed incidentally damage. Crater is in front of him.

I take me mech to the beach. Popped open the hatch and looking out to the horizon. 
Pouting.

Romeo squad is being slaughtered. I throw my com away so I don’t have to listen to it.



CB gets fans. James goes to sleep. Rico parks right beside me. Dallas starts cleaning 
up the rubble. 

One group among fans with CB are not cheering. They’re staring silently. Red eyes, 
visible blue veins. 18 Cenobites. Warns teammates through com. Plays music really 
loud to wake James up. Rico tells me that there are cultists. James leaps to the crowd 
where CB is. Makes a dramatic entrance, places hands so where no one can get away. 
James exits mech dramatically. Draws sith sword (Mono Sword)

I kneel Jaeger down and scope the crowd. “Found it!” says the Jaeger. “Fuck,” I say. 
Anime Leap behind cultists and point gun at a male cultist’s head, “You’re under arrest, 
cultist!”

Rico can’t tell the crowd apart.

I yell at cultist to put hands behind his head. I see scales under his shirt. I call for 
teammates to help sort out the rest of the cult from the rest of the crowd.

Gather up cultists up: 18

Carrier drops in and picks up my mech.

Last pickup loads up the cultists. 

Oberon sent as backup for Romeo, still reporting in, collecting bodies of Romeo. Cultists 
reveal new Hybrid Jaeger (like Evangelion). 


